INTRODUCTION
From the beginning, President Joko Widodo (Jokowi) has made a clear line about the direction of foreign policy than his predecessor, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (SBY). SBY more looking at the international political fora as "a foreign policy outlet" for elevate the image of Indonesia as new democratic and moderate country. By using the jargon "thousand friends zero enemy", Indonesia under Yudhoyono believe that international positioning will encourage domestic capacity.
Whereas Jokowi try to change the pattern of foreign policy and more believe that the welfare of society or domestic capacity will determine the positioning of Indonesia in the world affairs. From this principle, Jokowi then formulate four key concepts of foreign policy: nawacita, world maritime fulcrum, trisakti and domestic sovereignty.
Traditionally, foreign policy analysis has focused primarily on the quest to maintain and enhance a country's power and security (1). But today, both the international circumstance and domestic lanscape has radically changed.
The foreign policy agenda does not stop with security and economic issue. In recent decade, the new landscape is not only come from the emerge of diversty on scope and issue in international relations, but also in variety in the actors who engage in foreign policy making process (2).
II. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Single Track Regionalism of ASEAN
In terms of demographics, the Southeast Asian region is currently supporting more than 600 million people. That number could be a bonus can also be a demographic tragedy. Could be a bonus when the ASEAN When economic mobility and services controlled by regional agreement, why the same thing does not take place in humans? In the future, given the sea trade lanes to be very dynamic and potential, urging it feels for ASEAN to define the meaning and limits of this protection. The next aspect is also urged to be reconstructed is a principle as "holy" in the region, namely "do not interfere in the domestic affairs" (non-interference principle). This principle has long become a regional morality are held in various patterns of conflict resolution in ASEAN. There needs to be revise for requalify which are categorized as "interfering in domestic affairs" and "safeguard regional Moreover, Indonesians would be, again, easily targeted by those militant groups since the government performs royal, yet weak indeed. Both decisions seem to be perplexing since it will either make the citizen to become the "ATM machine" for the radical movements or promote the idea that the government is anti-human.
State-led regionalism Problem
There is no doubt that Sulu Sea in the southern Philippines has been the hotspot for the criminals at sea given its significance for the seaborne trade worldwide, particularly between Indonesia and the Philippines. To this end, the questions of sovereignty and humanitarian actions emerge. Philippines government has so far been relying on its own capacity to overcome ASG and rejecting foreign military assistance due to its prestige and sovereignty. In international relations perspective, the positition of Philippines government reflect a Hobbesian model. This perspective always belief that fostering state souvereignty is "sacred" goals.
Traffic in the Sulu Sea and Southeast Asia in general will be more dynamic as a result of the implementation of the ASEAN Community. This area will also be a very fragile region because it will be an easy target for pirates. Thus, it is critical to re-consider the statecentric security principle since it has proven slow in handling the citizen protection such as in the case of hostages by ASG.*By considering the case of hostage recurring and see the position in this strategic Sulu Sea there should be a paradigm shift in looking at this issue.
Given the latest international political landscape characterized by the emergence of state interdependence,
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the Philippines government's stance which tends to be anachronistic should be revised. The Philippine government is also too fixated on non-intervention principle that always maintained by ASEAN countries. The ASEAN architecture has experienced a transformation from old regionalism to new regionalism, which includes new challenges from non-trraditional arena.
It is therefore critical to shift the paradigm that 
This period is a period of consolidation merpakan Southeast Asian countries to agree on building cooperation that they want to form. This period refers to the effort to 
"(ibid)
Civil society 
III. CONCLUSION
Traditionally, foreign policy has focus primarily on the quest to maintain and enhance a country's power and security.
By and large, it is time to Jokowi to inivite new actors in fostering his foreign policy regarding new challenges in regional level. Indonesia has potential regional issues such as the environment, refugees, human trafficking, and also the issue of disaster management. All that gives challenges and agenda for Indonesian foreign policy in an effort to build multi-track regionalism toward new architecture of ASEAN cooperation in the future.
President Joko Widodo still hostage by some domestic political groups. Perhaps, this situation is potential to create a political trap and give constrain to capitalize soft power and smart power into foreign policy formulation.
***
